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Abstract Intensity Measure (IM), characterizing the strength of an earthquake ground motion, is used
to predict the seismic responses of a structure. Recent studies have demonstrated that using Sa(T1) as
the seismic scaling index for near-fault ground motions may introduce large variability in the estimated
seismic demands. To develop an improved IM, this paper investigates the effectiveness of a large number
of combinations of spectral values in reducing scatter in the estimated maximum interstorey drift ratios.
For this purpose, Incremental Dynamic Analyses (IDAs) are performed for five generic frames of short-to-
relatively long periods, under 40 pulse-like earthquake records. Statistical evaluation of the IDA results
reveals that the optimal combination of spectral displacements, compared to that of spectral velocities,
leads to less variability for all ranges of the frames. It is concluded that the optimal combination of spectral
displacements can be used to predict seismic demands with dispersions less than those of Sa(T1), and
which are closer to constant for various intensity levels. Additionally, with respect to the importance of
collapse capacity predictions in earthquake engineering, an efficient IM that can considerably improve the
accuracy of estimating the probability of collapse is also developed.
© 2012 Sharif University of Technology. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Performance Based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE) is based
on the premise that the performance of structures can be
predicted and evaluated in terms of continuous variables, called
decision variables, such as percent replacement costs, length of
downtime and the casualty rate. PBEE is a desirable concept
and its implementation strongly depends on the ability to
predict Engineering Demand Parameters (EDPs) that define the
response of buildings in terms of parameters that can be related
to decision variables [1]. Maximum storey drifts, plastic hinge
rotations, floor accelerations and member forces are examples
of EDPs of interest. The probability of EDP exceeding a specific
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Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.value is a function of seismological random variables (such
as magnitude and distance) and structural random variables
(such as stiffness, strength, ductility and mass), and it can
be estimated through a probabilistic seismic demand analysis,
considering uncertainties in ground motions and structural
responses, simultaneously [2].
The seismological and structural uncertainties can be
decoupled by means of an intermediate variable called
‘‘Intensity Measure’’ or IM [3–5]. Utilizing of the IM implies
that the assessment problem is deconstructed into two basic
elements of hazard analysis and structural demand prediction.
The results of hazard analysis and probabilistic seismic demand
analysis can be finally recoupled via integration over all levels
of the selected IM, in accordance with the total probability
theorem, to obtain the probability of exceeding a specific level
of EDP [1].
Probabilistic seismic demands are typically obtained
through Incremental Dynamic Analyses (IDA) of a building sub-
jected to a suite of groundmotions. In IDA, the intensity of each
record is incremented after each inelastic dynamic analysis,
using IM as the seismic intensity scaling index. The IM parame-
ter, as the intermediate quantity, should represent the param-
eters of the earthquake ground motions that strongly influence
structural responses, and thereby it is expected to introduce
relatively small EDP variability at any given IM level (σEDP|IM).
A small σEDP|IM is desirable, because the standard error of the
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σLnEDP|IM/
√
n, where n is the number of records that have been
sampled, and the sample mean of ln(EDP) is typically the first-
order information used in quantifying the probabilistic seismic
demand analysis [6].
Selecting the appropriate intensity measure requires more
accurate attention to those characteristics of input records that
strongly affect the dynamic responses of structures. In near-
fault records influenced by forward directivity or fling step
phenomena, most seismic energy from the rupture appears as
a single coherent pulse-type motion. Ground motions, having
such a distinct pulse-like character, arise generally at the
beginning of the seismogram, and their effects tend to increase
the long-period portion of the acceleration response spectrum.
Studies have shown that for this type of record, the maximum
demand is a function of the ratio of the period of the near-
fault pulse, TP , to the fundamental period of the structure [7].
Consequently, pseudo spectral acceleration measured at the
first mode period of vibration, Sa(T1), which does not account
for the frequency content at T ≠ T1, cannot provide an adequate
description of the damaging effects of near-fault pulse-like
ground motions on structures.
This shortcoming of Sa(T1) can be approximately corrected
by incorporating epsilon (ε, defined as the number of the
standard deviation that a parameter of Sa(T1) is above the
predicted mean calculated from the attenuation relationship),
via either a vector IM or a detailed record selection for ordinary
earthquakes [8–11]. The reason is that the parameter of epsilon,
due to its ability in capturing the average local spectral shape at
a specific period, can approximately reflect period elongation
(T > T1) and higher mode (T < T1) effects in seismic
demand prediction. Nevertheless, pulse-like motions cannot be
adequately characterized by the vector of Sa(T1) and ε, because
their response spectra usually exhibit a sharp change around
the pulse period, making it difficult to simply estimate the
spectral shape, using Sa(T1) and the local spectral shape at T1
via epsilon [12]. It has been shown that the inelastic spectral
displacement (Sdi) can account for the spectral shape in the
case of period elongation under pulse-like near-fault ground
motions [13].While it is generallymore accurate, one drawback
of the nonlinear spectral values is that coupling between
the earthquake hazard definition and the inelastic structural
properties is complicated. To account for the period elongation
effect in a simpleway, Catalan et al. proposed that the reference
period for scaling must be 1.1 times the fundamental period
of the structure [14]. However, this IM is only appropriate
for seismic assessment of the first mode dominated structures
located in low to moderate seismicity zones. To include the
dominating modes in the seismic demand estimates, a ground
motion scaling factor was proposed through minimizing the
differences between spectral responses for a given ground
motion and the design response spectrum for the first few
modes [15]. In addition to the abovementioned structure-
specific IMs, some non-structure-specific IMs have also been
proposed for characterizing the strength of earthquake ground
motions. Yang and coworker proposed two non-structure-
specific IMs, namely, the Improved Effective Peak Acceleration
(IEPA) and Improved Effective Peak Velocity (IEPV), for rigid
systems and low-to-medium frequency systems under near-
fault earthquakes, respectively. IEPA represents the average
value of pseudo spectral accelerations around the predominant
peak of the pseudo acceleration spectrum, and IEPV represents
the average value of spectral velocities around the predominant
peak of the velocity spectrum [16]. Whereas, these IMs havebeen developed based on the frequency characteristics of near-
fault earthquakes, since the period ranges within which IEPA
and IEPV are calculated are different for various records, and
are determined without any consideration for modal periods
of a structure, they may introduce a large record to record
variability [17]. The frequency content of earthquakes around
the effective period range of a structure can describe the
damaging effects of ground motions on the structure in a much
better manner. It has been shown that the root-mean-square
value of pseudo spectral accelerations over the effective period
range of a structure can considerably reduce variability under
near-fault records [18].
The scalar parameter, incorporating the spectral responses
at other periods in addition to the first mode elastic period,
can be developed as an attractive alternative to the common
intensity measure parameter. In this study, the strength of
near-fault ground motions was characterized by using optimal
combinations of spectral response parameters to account for
the effective frequency content of earthquakes at T ≠ T1.
For this purpose, 40 near-fault pulse-like ground motions were
used as the input records, and responses were calculated
for a family of generic frame structures using incremental
time history analyses. Results of the analyses were then
used to calibrate the new earthquake intensity measures for
seismic demand predictions from IDA, as well as for structural
collapse assessment. Finally, the efficiency of the new intensity
measures in reducing record-to-record variability, measured
with respect to Sa(T1), when evaluating structural performance
to multiple near-fault earthquake records, was considered.
2. Structural system used for evaluation
The efficiency of the newly proposed IM was considered via
performing incremental dynamic analyses of two-dimensional
generic one-bay frames, proposed by Krawinkler and Med-
ina [19]. In general, one-bay generic frames do not represent
a specific structure, and are adequate for capturing the global
behavior of a multi-bay frame and evaluating the sensitivity of
the results to various stiffness properties [19].
The generic frames used in this study consist of frames
with a number of stories, N , equal to 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and
fundamental periods, T1, of 0.1 N. Seismic demands of these
frames under near-fault ground motions were obtained using
the open system for earthquake engineering simulation [20].
The main characteristics of these structural models are as
follows; the frames are two-dimensional. The samemass is used
at all floor levels. They have constant storey height equal to
3.66 m (12′) and beam span equal to 7.32 m (24′). The same
moment of inertia is assigned to the columns in a storey and
the beam above them. Relative stiffness is tuned so that the
first mode is a straight line (springs are added at the bottom
of the first-storey columns to achieve a uniform distribution
of moments of inertia over the height). Absolute stiffness of
beams and columns is tuned, such that T1 = 0.1 N. Frames
are designed so that simultaneous yielding is attained under
a parabolic (NEHRP, k = 2) load pattern. Global (structure)
P–delta was included (member P–delta was ignored). Axial
deformations and M–P–V interaction (axial and shear load
effects on hysteretic moment rotation relationship) were not
considered. For nonlinear time history analyses, 5% Rayleigh
damping was assigned to the first mode and the mode at which
the cumulative mass participation exceeds 95%.
Plastification was modeled, using rotational springs at the
beam ends and at the bottom of the first-storey columns.
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The backbone curve incorporated in the hysteresis model to
represent the monotonic response is defined in Figure 1. The
peak oriented hysteretic model was used to represent the
nonlinear load–deformation behavior of predefined rotational
springs [21]. Considering that the efficiency of the intensity
measures at the collapse level should be evaluated, as well
as the other levels of response, the hysteretic model has
to incorporate all those important deterioration sources that
contribute to demand predictions as the structure approaches
collapse. For this purpose, the energy baseddeteriorationmodel
proposed by Ibara and coworker, which permits modeling
the four sources of cyclic deterioration; basic strength, post-
capping strength, unloading stiffness and accelerated reloading
stiffness, was used in this study [21]. This deterioration
model incorporates cyclic deterioration controlled byhysteretic
energy dissipation, as well as deterioration of the backbone
curve.
Before moving on, the engineering demand parameter for
which the optimal IM is developed should be selected, since the
efficiency of an IMdepends on the similarity between frequency
range of the ground motion, which controls the IM and that of
the EDP being considered [22]. Relevant EDP depends on the
performance target and the type of system. For example, peak
floor accelerations are strongly related to content damage and
human injury. The EDP considered in this study is the peak
maximum interstorey drift ratio (IDRmax, peak response over
time and maximum over the height of the structure), because
IDRmax can be related well to structural (i.e., joint rotations)
and nonstructural damage (e.g. partition walls) [23]. Note that
spatial variations in peak interstorey drift ratios at different
locations in the structure used in loss estimation methods [1]
were not considered in this paper.
3. Near-fault ground motions database
In regard to severe structural damage under recent near-
fault earthquakes, such as Northridge in 1994, Kobe in 1995,
Chi-Chi in 1999, Bam in 2003 and L’Aquila (Central Italy) in
2009, seismologists and earthquake engineers have evaluated
near-fault ground motion characteristics due to the rupture
process, in order to recognize those physical parameters that
strongly affect the dynamic responses of structures. This
research has generally been focused on forward directivity
and fling step effects [24–27]. Forward directivity effects
lead to a large pulse of motion (shock wave effect) oriented
perpendicular to the fault strike, due to the radiation pattern of
the shear dislocation on the causative fault [28]. Fling steps are
permanent grounddisplacements, due to the static deformationfield of the earthquake, occurring over a discrete time interval of
several seconds as the fault slip is developed [26]. Due to rapid
occurrence of the fault slip, static displacements in fling steps,
like shear-wave displacements in forward directivity, emerge
as the pulse [7].
Pulse motions emerging in near-fault grounds motions, due
to forward directivity and fling step effects, strongly influence
the dynamic responses of structures. As a result, the predicted
seismic demands of a structure from nonlinear time history
analyses would have large variability, unless an appropriate
method is used for scaling this type of motion. Therefore, the
focus of this study is on a database of 40 near-fault earthquake
records compiled from records that exhibit intense velocity
pulses. This database includes the acceleration time-histories
of the 1978 Tabas (Tabas station), the 1977 Naghan (Naghan
station), the 1990 Rudbar (Abbar station), the 1998 Golbaft
(Sirch station) and the 2003 Bam (Bam Station) Iranian near-
fault pulse-like earthquakes. In addition, 35 near-fault records
that have been identified as having distinct velocity pulses in
most recent studies were added to this database [13,25,29–33].
Records were taken from PEER strongmotion database and Iran
strong motion network data bank [34,35]. All ground motions
have been recorded on stiff soil, very dense soil and rock,
based on the standard No. 2800 (of Iran) site classification for
all faulting styles [36]. The earthquake magnitude, Mw , ranges
from 6.2 to 7.2, and the closest distance to the fault rupture
ranges from 0.07 to 18.2 km.
Near-fault ground motions should be treated as vector
rather than scalar quantities, because they have orientations
that are controlled by the geometry of the fault, specifically by
the strike, dip and rate angle (direction of slip) on the fault [37].
Accordingly, in this study, 40 near-fault ground motion records
were archived in fault-normal and fault-parallel components
through transformations proposed by Somerville [37]. Figure 2
provides the pseudo acceleration, velocity and displacement
response spectra of the 2003 Bam earthquake, for fault-normal
and fault-parallel components as an example. It is quite clear
that the fault-normal component is muchmore severe than the
fault-parallel component. Work by Chioccarelli and Iervolino,
which found that spectral displacements of pulse-like records
in the fault-normal direction is about 50% higher than those
in the fault-parallel direction, is in good agreement with this
observation [27]. Owing to the greater severity of the fault-
normal components, the efficiency of the scaling methods was
evaluated under normal components in this study.
From Figure 2, it can also be seen that at least one
predominant peak can be clearly observed in the velocity
response spectrum of the fault-normal component. The period
of the pulse contained in a near-fault record can be estimated
from the predominant peak of its fault-normal velocity
spectrum [33]. Figure 3 presents the cumulative distribution
of pulse periods and the associated peak value of velocity
spectra computed for thenear-fault groundmotions used in this
study. This figure implies that pulse periods and peak spectral
velocities can be well-fitted with the lognormal distribution. It
can be observed that the pulse periods and the peak spectral
velocities of used records incorporate a relatively wide range;
from 0.45 to 8.93 (s) and from 83 to 500 (cm/s), respectively.
4. Development of the new scalar intensity measure
The use of pseudo spectral acceleration at the first funda-
mental (first mode) period of a structure, Sa(T1), as the IM may
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ment spectra of the fault-normal and fault-parallel components of the 2003
Bam earthquake.
lead to a seismic demand distribution that has a very large vari-
ability, particularly under near-fault pulse-like groundmotions
brought about as a result of the following two known flaws of
Sa(T1). First, it does not account for inelastic lengthening of pe-
riods as the structure softens under stiffness degradation, and
second, this parameter, as the IM, does not describe the fre-
quency content of ground motions at higher modes of vibra-
tion. When the input time history is a near-fault pulse, these
shortcomings are accentuated due to the sharp change in the
response spectrum around the pulse period.
This paper looks more closely at the question of how to
develop improved intensitymeasures that can represent period
elongation effects and the higher mode effects concerning
two significant categories of simplicity and accuracy. For this
purpose, attempts were made to develop an improved IM,
based on optimal combinations of spectral values at elastic







α2i [β2ij .S2res(Tij)], (1)Figure 3: Distribution of (a) pulse period, and (b) peak spectral velocity of the
near-fault records used in this study.
where Tij is the ith-mode elongated period, which is computed
from the following equation:
Tij = [1+ 0.1(j− 1)]Ti. (2)
The parameter of Ti is the ith-mode period. Sres(Tij) is the
spectral response value at the period of Tij. The parameters αi
and βij identify the amount that Sres(Tij) contributes to defining
the earthquake strength. The parameter of n is the number of
modes that significantly affect structural responses andm is the
number of elongated periods at each mode, in accordance with
Eq. (2).
The optimal values for parameters of αi and βij were
determined via statistical analysis of the seismic demands
of each of the generic frames, with the aim of unifying
and minimizing variability at all intensity levels, using the
minimum number of spectral response parameters. To point
out some challenges to be confronted when developing the
improved IM, the following sections first assess the sensitivity
of variability to each of the parameters used in Eq. (1). Then, the
feasibility of computing the seismic hazard for the improved IM
is considered.
4.1. Sd or SV : Which one is better for defining the improved IM?
Based on the IDRmax response values for each of the five
generic frames obtained from IDAs, a measure of overall
dispersions in IDRmax was calculated for two-type intensity
measures, developed by substituting spectral velocities, as well
as spectral displacements for Sres(Tij) in Eq. (1).When improved
IMswere being defined, optimal values of parametersαi andβij,
leading to IDRmax distribution with least scatter were found for
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and Sd .
Figure 5: First mode effects on the variability in the seismic demands of the
frames.
each of the Sv-based and Sd-based IMs. The minimum amounts
of dispersion in seismic demands for cases of improved IMs,
developed based on Sv and Sd, are compared in Figure 4. This
figure indicates that the efficiency of Sv and Sd in defining the
improved IMs is similar for the 9, 12 and 15 storey frames.
However, Sd becomes more capable as the number of stories
decreases to 3 and 6. Based on these observations, velocity-
based improved intensity measures are only appropriate for
the 9, 12 and 15 storey frames included in the relatively low-
to-moderate frequency systems. As a word of caution, since
the engineering demand parameter of interest in this study is
IDRmax, displacement-based intensity measures, as shown in
Figure 4, can reduce variability in EDP values for all ranges of
frames in a much better manner.
4.2. Evaluation of the higher mode effects
With respect to the potential for higher mode effects
on seismic demands, which become more important as
the number of stories increases, reducing the scatter in
seismic demands requires that these effects are appropriately
represented by the intensity measure parameter. In Eq. (1),
expressing the framework of developing the improved IM
in this research, the coefficient of αi is employed to permit
incorporating the higher mode effects in defining the IMs.
Figure 5 illustrates the impact of various amounts of α1 on
variability in the dynamic responses of the 3, 6, 9, 12 and
15 storey frames. The parameter of α1 specifies the amount
that spectral displacements at the elastic period and inelastic






participate in defining the improved intensity measure.Figure 5 shows that COV in all frames decreases as the α1
increases from 0.0 to about 25%, which indicates the first mode
importance in seismic demand predictions. As the amount of α1
exceeds approximately 25%,whichmeans that the participation
amounts of higher modes have decreased, the COV in seismic
demands of the 9, 12 and 15 storey frames becomes larger,
owing to significant higher mode effects. Therefore, to reduce
the COV in the 9, 12 and 15 storey frames, the participation
amounts for higher modes, αi, cannot be assumed as zero.
For the 6 storey frame, however, the COV would increase
very slightly if the higher mode effects are neglected, but
these effects are small, compared to period elongation effects,
particularly at higher levels of inelastic response, as discussed
in the following section. For this reason and to strike a balance
between simplicity and accuracy, the effect of higher mode for
the 6 storey frame, similar to that of the 3 storey frame, was not
considered in defining the improved IM.
Inspection of the optimal values of αi reveals that the ratio
of α1 to α2 is approximately equal to the ratio of (PF1.ID1)
to (PF2.ID2), where PFi is the ith-mode participation factor,
and IDi is the ith-mode interstorey drift (i.e. φi,n − φi,n−1)
that corresponds to the storey of the structure at which[PF1.ID1.Sd(T1)]2 + [PF2.ID2.Sd(T2)]2 is maximized. In the
expression of IDi, φi,n is the nth-floor element of the ith-mode
shape vector. Results show that the median value of ratios
α1/α2 and (PF1.ID1)/(PF2.ID2) for the 9, 12 and 15 storey
frames are, respectively, equal to 0.30 and 0.36. Consequently,
in developing the improved IM, the optimal values of αi were
determined from modal properties of the frames.
4.3. Evaluation of the period elongation effects
It is well known that the elastic modal periods of a structure
under severe earthquake are lengthened as the structure enters
the nonlinear region, due to softening. In Eq. (1), the coefficient
of βij is employed to contribute period elongation effects in
developing improved IMs. Considering that the amounts of
period elongation vary with the level of intensity and that
in IDA, the intensity of an input record is incremented after
each nonlinear dynamic analysis, finding the parameters of βij
that are the best choice for all relevant levels of intensity is
not feasible. This matter is confirmed in Figure 6, presenting
the variability dependence on the parameter of β11, at various
levels of inelastic response. Before describing this figure, some
definitions should first be stated in the following paragraph.
Based on IDA results, the measures of intensity of each
record causing IDRmax demand equal to (0.25×IDRy) and (2.0×
IDRy) are, respectively, referred to as the Immediate Occupancy
(IO) capacity and Life Safety (LS) capacity, where IDRy is the
yield interstorey drift ratio of the frame. Similarly, with respect
to deformation of the capping point in the backbone curve
presented in Figure 1, the intensity of each record, at which the
IDRmax demand exceeds (4.0× IDRy) or the nonlinear dynamic
analysis does not converge, is defined as the Collapse (CP)
capacity. IO, LS and CP capacities, which are the properties of
the selected structural systemand the selected groundmotions,
are expressed in terms of the intensity measure parameter.
For example, when using Sd(T1) as the IM, the IDRmax of the
6 storey frame under the fault-normal component of the Bam
Earthquake exceeds the IO, LS and CP performance levels, once
the input record is scaled so that Sd(T1) becomes, respectively,
equal to 1.8, 14.0 and 19.5 cm. These values are correspondingly
referred to as the IO, LS and CP capacities of the 6 storey frame
under the Bam earthquake for Sd(T1) as the IM.
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developed based on Eq. (1).The COVs in the IO, LS and CP capacities of the 6 storey
frame for various IM parameters are, respectively, presented
in Figure 6(a), 6b and 6c. For example, each point plotted
in Figure 6(a) corresponds to the COV in the IO capacities
for one IM that was developed based on Eq. (1). Continuous
lines in these figures show the minimum amount of COV
that can be achieved through improvement of the intensity
measure parameter, in accordance with Eq. (1), given a value
of β11. As mentioned in the previous section, the optimal
value of α1 for the 6 storey frame is equal to one, α1 =
1.0. Hence, the parameter of β11 specifies the amount that
spectral displacement at the firstmode elastic period, i.e. Sd(T1),
participates in defining the improved intensity measure.
From Figure 6, it can be observed that as the level of
inelastic response increases, a greater amount of participation
for elongated periods should be considered in the IM to
predict the response with sufficient accuracy. For example,
as shown in Figure 6(a), selecting the Sd(T1) as the IM can
reduce the variability of the IO capacities. It is however a poor
representation of ground motion strengths for estimating CP
capacities, as shown in Figure 6(c). To predict CP capacities with
small dispersions, incorporating the spectral displacement at
elongated periods, such as Sd(1.6T1), becomes inevitable. None
of the IMs appropriate for estimating IO and CP capacities is an
appropriate choice for scaling ground motions to various levels
of intensity in the incremental dynamic analysis of the frame.
To reduce the total COV, the improved IM should incorporate
period elongation effects in such a way, and to such an extent
that can reduce the scatter at larger intensities, and which
does not lead to a large increase in the scatter at lower levels
of intensity. Figure 6(d), presenting the total COV for various
IMs, shows that the combination of Sd(T1) and Sd(1.3T1), as the
IM, leads to the minimum total COV between all considered
combinations of spectral displacement for the 6 storey frame.4.4. Attenuation relationship for the improved IM
In PBEE assessment, in addition to accurate estimation
of EDP distributions at various levels of IM, it is necessary
to compute the seismic hazard for the improved IM. The
newly proposed IM can take advantage of existing attenuation
relations for elastic spectral displacements in computing
the ground motion hazard curve. Note that an attenuation
model gives the mean value and standard deviation of the
intensity measure as a function of seismic parameters, such
as magnitude, distance, etc. Using the first-order mean-
centered Taylor’s series expansion of the natural logarithm of
Eq. (1) for the improved IM, the mean value and standard
deviation of ln IM can be derived straightforwardly from
existing attenuation models for spectral displacements and
the correlation coefficient between spectral displacements at
different periods. The correlation coefficient can be calculated,
using the relation proposed by Bakker and Cornell [38].
5. Implementation of the improved IM in IDA
When performing the IDAs of a structure under an
ensemble of ground motions, a fraction of ground motion will
cause collapse in the structure at any given intensity level.
Therefore, prediction of the nonlinear response of structures
requires statistical response evaluation of the non-collapse
data, as well as the collapse data obtained from IDAs [23].
This matter provides ammunition for developing different
improved intensity measures for assessment of non-collapse
data and collapse data, which are referred to as IMNC and IMC,
respectively.
It is worth noting that inspecting the optimal combinations
of spectral displacement found for each frame reveals that three
sets of improved IMs should be defined, respectively, for short
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(c) IDAs of the 9 storey frame using Sd(T1). (d) IDAs of the 9 storey frame using IMM,NC .
(e) IDAs of the 15 storey frame using Sd(T1). (f) IDAs of the 15 storey frame using IML,NC .
Figure 7: IDAs results of the 3, 9 and 15 storey frames in terms of Sd(T1) and the newly proposed IMs under 40 near-fault ground motions.period (the 3 and 6 storey) frames moderate period (the 9
storey) frame, and relatively long period (the 12 and 15 storey)
frames.
5.1. Short period frames
IDA results of the 3 and 6 storey frames show that period
elongation of the first mode of vibration significantly affects
dynamic response parameters at higher levels of intensity,
whereas, as mentioned in Section 4.2, higher mode effects
are negligible in these frames. Results show that among
all considered combinations of spectral displacement values,
minimum scatter in the non-collapse seismic demands of
short period frames can be obtained by using the following
combination as the IM:
IMs,NC = [0.8S2d (T1)+ 0.2S2d (1.2T1)]0.5. (3)
Comparison of dispersions in the non-collapse seismic demands
of the 3 storey frame for Sd(T1) and the newly proposed IMs
are provided in Figure 7(a) and (b). These figures presentincremental dynamic analyses results, together with statistical
values. Each data point in these figures corresponds to the
IDRmax resulting from a single time history analysis under a
record that is scaled, so that the intensity measure parameter,
Sd(T1) or the newly proposed IM, is the same. IDA results
and statistical values presented in Figure 7(a) and (b) indicate
that the newly proposed index can reduce dispersions at large
intensities compared to Sd(T1), and that this reduction is not at
the expense of significant increased scatter at lower levels of
intensity.
With regard to the regression analysis results presented
in Figure 7(a) and (b), the ratio of the intensity of each
record at the specific value of IDRmax to the corresponding
predicted intensity from the regression analysis was computed.
The median value and the standard deviation of these ratios,
computed for all records and all values of IDRmax, are presented
in Table 1 for Sd(T1) and the newly proposed IM. From this table,
it can be seen that the IMs,NC, in addition to an improvement
in median values, can reduce the standard deviations of the
normalized intensities of records in the 3 and 6 storey frames,
respectively, from 0.15 and 0.17 for Sd(T1) to 0.12 and 0.14. As
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(a) the 3 storey frame, and (b) the 6 storey frame.
previously mentioned, at higher levels of intensity, dispersions
are decreased further. Statistical evaluation of the IDA results
specifies that IMS,NC can predict the LS andCP capacities of 3 and
6 storey frames with dispersions that are, respectively, reduced
by a relative amount of 22.2 and 20.6%, compared to those of
Sd(T1).
To increase the accuracy of estimating the collapse capacity,
spectral displacement at the period of 1.6T1, in addition
to Sd(T1) and Sd(1.2T1), should be incorporated in the IM
parameter. This new IM which is the best combination, of
spectral displacements among all considered combinations,
for predicting the collapse capacities of short period frames,
is referred to as the IMS,C , and can be calculated from the
following equation:
IMS,C = [0.4S2d (T1)+ 0.4S2d (1.2T1)+ 0.2S2d (1.6T1)]0.5. (4)
Figure 8, describing the probability of collapse, given the value
of Sd(T1), IMS,C or IMS,NC as the intensity measure parameter,
confirms that IMS,NC and IMS,C are superior to Sd(T1) in demand
predictions as the structure approaches collapse. This figure
implies that IMS,C is more capable of detecting all important
deformation modes that can occur in the structure subjected
to earthquake with a high level of intensity, and can be used
for determining the probability of collapse of short period
structures with sufficient accuracy. The considerable difference
between the efficiency of Sd(T1), IMS,C and IMS,NC at collapse
level can be clearly observed in Figure 9, which presents the
COV at the collapse capacities for each IM.
5.2. Moderate period frames
By investigating the results of the statistical evaluation, it
was concluded that in addition to the previously mentioned
significant effects of higher modes on the seismic demandFigure 9: COV% in the estimated collapse capacities of the frames based on
Sd(T1), IMNC and IMC .
Table 1: Statistical values of the records intensities obtained from IDAs, and
normalized based on the regression analyses results.
Frames Median Standard deviation
Sd IMNC Sd IMNC
3 1.010 1.008 0.15 0.12
6 1.016 1.014 0.17 0.14
9 1.037 1.022 0.26 0.18
12 1.038 1.012 0.29 0.16
15 1.066 1.025 0.41 0.23
values of the 9 storey frame, the effects of period elongation
become considerable as the intensity of the earthquake is
increased. Therefore, both higher mode effects and period
elongation effects emerge in the equation of improved IM for
moderate period frames.
Improved IM for non-collapse seismic demand prediction of
the 9 storey frame, referred to as the IMM,NC, is expressed in the
following equation:
IMM,NC = (Γ 21 [0.8S2d (T1)+ 0.2S2d (1.2T1)] + Γ 22 S2d (T2))0.5,
Γi = PFi × IDi. (5)
IDA results of the 9 storey frame, in terms of Sd(T1) and IMM,NC,
are compared together in Figure 7(c) and (d), which illustrate
the strong ability of IMM,NC in scaling ground motions to all
relevant intensities, with respect to Sd(T1). Moreover, Table 1
shows that IMM,NC can improve the standard deviation of record
intensities, normalized based on regression analysis, from 0.26
for Sd(T1) to 0.18. This table also illustrates that the median
value of the normalized intensities of the records is closer to
one for IMM,NC.
In a similar approach, presented for 3 and 6 storey frames,
the scatter in the collapse capacity predictions can be further
decreased by utilizing the IMM,C , which has been expressed in
the following equation:
IMM,C = (Γ 21 [0.4S2d (T1)+ 0.4S2d (1.2T1)
+ 0.2S2d (1.6T1)] + Γ 22 S2d (T2))0.5. (6)
From Figure 9, it can be observed that COV, in the estimated
collapse capacities of the 9 storey frame, can be reduced from
32.1% for Sd(T1) to 26.5% for IMM,NC and to 17.5% for IMM,C , due
to significant period elongation effects.
5.3. Relatively long period frames
According to analyses results of 12 and 15 storey frames, it
was concluded that since the effects of highermodes on seismic
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effects, the latter is not seen in the equation of the improved
IM for relatively long period frames. Improved IM for the non-
collapse seismic demand prediction of the 12 and 15 storey
frames, referred to as the IML,NC, can be calculated in accordance
with the following equation:
IML,NC = [Γ 21 S2d (T1)+ Γ 22 S2d (T2)]0.5. (7)
To compare the efficiency of IML,NC and Sd(T1) in reducing the
variability of seismic demands, IDA results of the 15 storey
frame, in terms of these two IMs, are provided in Figure 7(e)
and (f). From these figures, it can be observed that the R2
factor (an indicator of how well the equation resulting from
the regression analysis explains the relationship among the
variables) is increased from 0.824 for Sd(T1) to 0.919 for IML,NC.
Moreover, Table 1 shows that IML,NC can improve the standard
deviation of the normalized intensities of the records from 0.29
for Sd(T1) to 0.16 in the 12 storey frame and from 0.41 for Sd(T1)
to 0.23 in the 15 storey frame.
As mentioned earlier, for short andmoderate period frames,
there is the improved IM that can reduce the variability of
collapse capacities relative to IML,NC. According to the results
of statistical evaluation of all the considered combinations of
spectral displacements, IML,C can be similarly calculated from
Eq. (6), presented for IMM,C . Figure 9 shows that the efficiency
of IML,C in estimating the collapse capacities of 12 and 15 storey
frames is not significantly different from that of IML,NC, due
to the more severe impact of higher mode effects, compared
to period elongation effects on the responses of long period
frames.
It is worth noting that the newly proposed intensity
measures, in addition to the ability of reduction of the total
variability, which has been elaborated above, can predict
EDP with dispersions that are approximately constant for all
levels of IM. This condition is not satisfied for Sd(T1); as it
is observed in Figure 7, dispersion increases with the level
of inelastic response. To provide quantitative criteria for this
feature, variability in EDP dispersions for all relevant intensities
for Sd(T1) and the newly proposed IMs, was calculated. For
example, the results of 3, 9 and 15 storey frames show that COVs
in the EDP dispersions are, respectively, equal to 44.7, 30.2 and
15.1%, based on Sd(T1), which can be reduced to 19.7, 18.0 and
6.8% using the newly proposed improved IM. This advantage
of the new improved IM is important, because probabilistic
seismic demand analysis is typically performed assuming a
constant value for the standard deviation of seismic demand.
6. Summary and conclusions
This paper looks more closely at the question of how to
develop new scalar intensity measures, based on an optimal
combination of spectral response parameters, taking into
account both period elongation and higher mode effects. For
this purpose, the sensitivity of variability to these effects
was evaluated through studying scatter in estimated peak
maximum interstorey drift ratio demands (IDRmax) obtained
from IDAs of five generic frames with 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 storeys,
subjected to an ensemble of 40 fault-normal components of
pulse-like earthquake records. Results of the analyses were
used to find the optimal combinations of spectral response
parameters, as the improved IM, with respect to the dynamic
characteristics of structures and the need to scale records to
various levels of seismic intensity. The important conclusions
of this study are summarized as follows:1. It was observed that the optimal combinations of spectral
velocities can only show satisfactory correlation with the
response of moderate-to-relatively long period structures.
It was, however, concluded that optimal combinations
of spectral displacements can enhance the predictions of
IDRmax for all considered generic frames.
2. IDA results showed that as ground motion intensity is
increased (which implies that the structure responds more
inelastically), a greater amount of participation for spectral
displacements at elongated periods should be considered
in IM, in order to predict seismic demands with the least
variability. For this reason, the efficiency of Sd(T1) decreases
as the intensity of input records is incremented in IDA.
3. In short period structures (the 3 and 6 storey frames in
this study), period elongation of the first mode of vibration
significantly affects dynamic response parameters at higher
levels of intensity. Analytical results showed that an optimal
combination of Sd(T1) and Sd(1.2T1) can lead to the least
dispersions of IDRmax obtained from IDAs, measured with
respect to other combinations of spectral displacements.
This new scalar IM can reduce the variability in IDRmax
of 3 and 6 storey frames by a relative amount of 19%,
compared to those of Sd(T1) on average, because it can
optimally incorporate period elongation effects in such a
way that reduction of scatter at larger intensities is not at the
expense of any significant increase in scatter at lower levels
of intensity.
4. In moderate period structures (the 9 storey frame in this
study), both period elongation effects and higher mode
effects become important. Therefore, it is necessary to
consider these effects in defining the improved IM. Results
showed that in addition to Sd(T1) and Sd(1.2T1), the
parameter of Sd(T2) should also be incorporated in defining
the improved IM to obtain the results with least variability.
Statistical analysis of the IDAs results showed that this new
IM can reduce overall variability with a relative amount of
30%, compared to that of Sd(T1).
5. In relatively long period structures (the 12 and 15 storey
frames in this study), highermode effects strongly dominate
the response to such an extent that period elongation effects
can be neglected. According to the results of IDAs, it was
concluded that the combination of Sd(T1) and Sd(T2) is
the best choice for the IM, with respect to all considered
combinations of spectral displacements, and can reduce
overall dispersion by a relative amount of 42%, compared to
that of Sd(T1), on average.
6. The newly proposed intensity measures, in addition to the
ability of reducing total variability, can predict the EDP
with the dispersions that are closer to constant for all
relevant levels of IM compared to those of Sd(T1). This
improvement is important, because a constant value for the
standard deviation of seismic demands is typically used in
the probabilistic seismic demand analysis of structures.
7. Considering that estimation of the collapse probability has
always been a major objective in earthquake engineering,
improved IMs that can predict the collapse capacity of
a structure with sufficient accuracy were also developed
in this study. Statistical evaluation of IDA results showed
that the collapse capacities of structures can be predicted
with the least variability, provided that the abovementioned
improved IMs additionally incorporate the parameters of
Sd(1.6T1). These newly proposed IMs can, respectively,
reduce dispersion in the collapse capacities of 3, 6, 9, 12 and
15 storey frames by a significantly relative amount of 37, 56,
45, 35 and 30%, with respect to those of Sd(T1).
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